Wallerian axon degeneration is a form of programmed subcellular death that promotes axon breakdown in disease and injury. Active degeneration requires SARM1 and MAP kinases, including DLK, while the NAD+ synthetic enzyme NMNAT2 prevents degeneration. New studies reveal that these pathways cooperate in a locally mediated axon destruction program, with NAD+ metabolism playing a central role. Here, we review the biology of Wallerian-type axon degeneration and discuss the most recent findings, with special emphasis on critical signaling events and their potential as therapeutic targets for axonopathy.
Wallerian axon degeneration is a form of programmed subcellular death that promotes axon breakdown in disease and injury. Active degeneration requires SARM1 and MAP kinases, including DLK, while the NAD+ synthetic enzyme NMNAT2 prevents degeneration. New studies reveal that these pathways cooperate in a locally mediated axon destruction program, with NAD+ metabolism playing a central role. Here, we review the biology of Wallerian-type axon degeneration and discuss the most recent findings, with special emphasis on critical signaling events and their potential as therapeutic targets for axonopathy.
Injury-induced axonal degeneration is a genetically encoded program of subcellular self-destruction. Recent genetic studies have identified essential molecular components of this axon degeneration program. In this review, we focus on three key players: (1) the axonal maintenance factor NMNAT2, whose regulation helps explain the potent axoprotective activity of the ''Wallerian degeneration slow'' protein; (2) dual leucine zipper kinase (DLK) and associated MAP kinase components, which promote both axon degeneration and axon regeneration; and (3) SARM1, which has emerged as the central executioner in the axonal degeneration program. Recent exciting work is uncovering mechanistic links among these proteins, suggesting that this field is on the cusp of a unified model for the mechanism of axonal degeneration. In this review, we summarize the current understanding of axon degeneration, with particular emphasis on the integration of these components into a single pathway, highlighting biochemical and metabolic steps within the degeneration program that represent therapeutic targets to block axon loss in disease.
Axons can extend to great lengths of more than 1 m in humans, making them uniquely susceptible to damage that often results in irreversible disability. Axon loss is a prominent feature of many important neurological disorders, including neuropathies, traumatic injury, and multiple neurodegenerative disorders. Peripheral neuropathy is the most common condition in which axon dysfunction and degeneration are the central abnormalities, and it may be either acquired or hereditary. Acquired neuropathies include diabetic and chemotherapy-induced neuropathy (Albers and Pop-Busui, 2014; Cashman and Hö ke, 2015; Grisold et al., 2012) , which are increasingly common because of the growing prevalence of diabetes and improving rates of cancer survivorship. Traumatic brain injury also involves prominent axon damage, resulting in diffuse axonal injury in the brain and spinal cord that directly impairs neuronal function and accelerates neurodegeneration (Johnson et al., 2013) . The full contribution of axon degeneration to human morbidity is difficult to estimate because no pharmacologic tools currently exist that slow or halt axon degeneration; however, histologic studies have revealed early and prominent axon loss in Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and others (Benarroch, 2015; Burke and O'Malley, 2013; Coleman, 2005) , suggesting an important role for axon degeneration in these diseases. Thus, halting axon destruction offers hope for therapeutic benefit in a wide range of neurologic diseases.
Degeneration of damaged nerves was observed more than 160 years ago by Augustus Waller (Waller, 1850) and was long believed to be a passive phenomenon. Lunn et al. (1989) challenged this notion by discovering a naturally occurring mouse strain with profoundly delayed Wallerian degeneration. When mice bearing the autosomal dominant ''Wallerian degeneration slow'' (Wlds) allele underwent sciatic nerve transection, the distal axons remained structurally and metabolically intact for up to 2 weeks without physical connection to a cell body, whereas axons from wild-type mice degenerated in less than 2 days (Lunn et al., 1989; Tsao et al., 1994) . The Wlds mouse transformed our understanding of axon degeneration, leading to the modern view that axons, like cell bodies, possess a genetically encoded capacity for active self-destruction. Moreover, the Wlds gene protects axons in a variety of disease models other than axotomy, including models of glaucoma, peripheral neuropathy, and motor neuron disease (Beirowski et al., 2008; Ferri et al., 2003; Hasbani and O'Malley, 2006; Mi et al., 2005; Sajadi et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2002) , suggesting that the mechanism of Wallerian-type axon degeneration is engaged in many neurological disorders involving axon loss.
Throughout this review we use the term ''axon degeneration'' to refer exclusively to the Wallerian axon destruction pathway that promotes pathologic axon degeneration in the settings of injury, transport failure, and poisoning with chemotherapeutic agents. There is a distinct caspase-and BAX-dependent pathway that promotes degeneration in the setting of developmental axon pruning and growth factor deprivation (Nikolaev et al., 2009; Pease and Segal, 2014; Schoenmann et al., 2010; Vohra et al., 2010) . In this review, we focus solely on the Wallerian degeneration pathway and do not address developmental axon loss or the phagocytic clearance of damaged axons, which have been reviewed elsewhere (Luo and O'Leary, 2005; Schuldiner and Yaron, 2015) . However, there is some molecular commonality between injury-induced and developmental axon loss (Gerdts et al., 2013; Schoenmann et al., 2010; Vohra et al., 2010) , so processes described below may also play a currently unappreciated role in the development and plasticity of neural circuits.
Basic Features of Axon Degeneration
Axon degeneration signaling is intrinsic to the axon. After injury, pro-destructive signaling takes place within the distal axon segment independent of de novo transcription or translation or external cues. The temporal progression of axon destruction following axotomy involves an early ''latent'' period lasting $4-6 hr in vitro ( Figure 1 ) and $36 hr in adult nerves in vivo. During this phase the distal axon remains physically and metabolically intact (Coleman, 2005) . Critical steps in axon degeneration signaling take place early during the latent period, long before axon degeneration is morphologically evident. This early latent phase thus appears to be an ideal window for therapeutic intervention. In contrast, late steps in axon degeneration, such as energetic failure, influx of calcium and resultant calpain-mediated proteolysis of neurofilaments and other structural proteins, axon fragmentation, and engulfment by phagocytic cells (Kurant, 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013) , may be beyond the point of no return from a therapeutic perspective.
Axon destruction is unique among cellular destruction programs because it is spatially restricted. With classic Wallerian degeneration of a peripheral nerve, the axon segment distal to a point of injury undergoes selective breakdown, while the proximal axon segment and cell soma remain intact. Hence, axon destruction signaling must distinguish between the portions of axon to be destroyed and those to be spared. Two potential mechanisms could explain the differential sensitivity of proximal and distal axons to injury-induced destruction. The loss of communication with the cell body could deprive the distal axon of an axonal maintenance factor required for axon survival. Alternatively, a pro-degenerative signal could be selectively activated in the distal axon following injury. As we shall see, both mechanisms are at play following axon injury and likely work together to trigger axon loss. The coordinated activity of both positive and negative axon stability mechanisms, exemplified by NMNAT2 and SARM1, may help ensure that in healthy axons, degeneration signaling is tightly maintained in an ''off'' state in order to prevent spurious axon degeneration.
The Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Biosynthetic Enzyme NMNAT Protects Axons
A strong yet mysterious link between axon degeneration and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) metabolism emerged from studies of the Wlds mouse. Cloning of the Wlds gene revealed it to encode a chimeric fusion protein comprised of the NAD biosynthetic enzyme nicotinamide mononucleotide adenyltransferase (NMNAT1), which forms NAD+ from nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) and ATP (Figure 2) , and a fragment of the ubiquitination factor UBE4B (Conforti et al., 2000) . Although there was initially controversy as to the functional domains of the Wlds protein, it is now clear that NMNAT1 is the axoprotective component (Araki et al., 2004) . The Wlds fusion protein confers aberrant localization of the nuclear enzyme NMNAT1 to the axon, where it functions autonomously. Accordingly, manipulations that increase axonal localization of NMNAT1 confer Wldslike axon protection (Babetto et al., 2010; Sasaki et al., 2009a) . Direct transduction of NMNAT1 protein into severed axons in vitro within 4 hr after axon transection (see Figure 1 ) is sufficient to prevent later fragmentation of the axons , definitively demonstrating that NMNAT1 exerts its protective effect locally within the axonal compartment. Moreover, Wlds-expressing axons rapidly degenerate when Wlds is depleted after injury by protein destabilization, demonstrating a continuous local requirement for NMNAT activity in isolated axons (Wang et al., 2015) .
This axon protective activity is not a specific property of NMNAT1 but is shared with divergent NMNAT proteins, including the three mammalian NMNAT paralogs (1-3) and structurally dissimilar enzymes from archaebacteria (Sasaki et al., 2009b; Yahata et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2010) . Moreover, mutation in the active site abolishes axonal protection from NMNAT1 or the Wlds protein (Araki et al., 2004; Sasaki et al., 2009b) , confirming that enzymatic activity is required. Not only does NMNAT1 expression protect mammalian axons, but it also profoundly delays axonal degeneration in Drosophila (Hoopfer et al., 2006; MacDonald et al., 2006) . NMNAT enzymatic activity is also necessary for axon protection in Drosophila (Avery et al., 2009) , although not in some models of cell death (Zhai et al., 2008) . Hence, the axoprotective mechanism of NMNAT enzymes is evolutionarily conserved.
Although NMNAT1 is the active moiety of the Wlds protein, axonal mis-localization of this nuclear protein is an unnatural consequence of mutation, and endogenous NMNAT1 is not believed to have a role in axon destruction or maintenance in The ''latent period'' (from injury to $4-6 hr) precedes morphological changes and is characterized by NMNAT2 depletion (Di Stefano et al., 2015) and transient phosphorylation of MKK4 at S257/T261 (Yang et al., 2015) . During this window, axon degeneration can be halted by several protective manipulations, including NMNAT protein transduction , SARM1 cleavage (Gerdts et al., 2015) , and addition of FK866 (Sasaki et al., 2009b; Di Stefano et al., 2015) or JNK inhibitors (Miller et al., 2009) . As NAD+ declines from 3-6 hr (Wang et al., 2005) , ATP levels also decline (Yang et al., 2015) , and an active and irreversible phase of axon degeneration begins with neurofilament (NF) proteolysis (Yang et al., 2013) stimulated by calcium influx and finally frank morphologic fragmentation of the axons. These events also occur in vivo, albeit over a slower time course.
wild-type animals. Instead, it is likely that NMNAT1 protects axons by substituting for its axonal paralog, NMNAT2. Gilley and colleagues demonstrated that NMNAT2 is trafficked anterogradely in the axoplasm, and unlike NMNAT1 and NMNAT3, NMNAT2 is labile because of constitutive proteasomal degradation. NMNAT2 turnover in the setting of disrupted axon transport thus leads to depletion of axonal NMNAT2. NMNAT2 may represent a ''survival factor'' whose depletion can trigger the axon destruction cascade, as knockdown of NMNAT2 in cultured neurons is sufficient to cause axon degeneration in the absence of injury ; however, this model has yet to be tested in in vivo injury models. Thus, it is likely that NMNAT2 loss following axon injury is an initiating event in the axon destruction pathway, and axon protection by other NMNAT proteins, including NMNAT1 and Wlds, occurs because they provide continuous NMNAT activity within the axon. Although at one level this explains why Wlds and NMNAT1 are axoprotective-they substitute for the labile NMNAT2-at a more mechanistic level it leaves open the question of how NMNAT activity blocks axon degeneration. Indeed, despite the discovery of axon protection by NMNAT more than a decade ago, the role of its product NAD+ in axon protection and destruction remains unclear.
NAD+ is a ubiquitous metabolite with critical roles in energy metabolism and cell signaling (Belenky et al., 2007; Chiarugi et al., 2012) . Surprisingly, a series of results suggest that increased axonal NAD+ levels alone cannot account for the protective activity of NMNAT. First, NAD+ steady-state levels are unchanged by NMNAT1 overexpression (Mack et al., 2001) , likely because the rate-limiting step in NAD+ synthesis is the upstream conversion of nicotinamide (Nam) to NMN that is catalyzed by the enzyme nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT) (Figure 2 ). Second, increasing NAD+ levels via metabolite supplementation, overexpression of other enzymes in the pathway, or mutations in NAD+-consuming enzymes that lead to a doubling of NAD+ levels in the axon provide modest or no axon protection (Sasaki et al., 2006 (Sasaki et al., , 2009b Wang et al., 2005) . Although it cannot be excluded that NMNAT expression increases NAD+ abundance in a subcellular compartment that is not detected by whole-cell or wholeaxon measurements, these findings suggest that increased steady-state NAD+ does not explain NMNAT protection.
An alternative model to explain axon protection by NAD+ synthesis is replenishment of NAD+ in the setting of rapid loss. Loss of NAD+ leads to failure of metabolic processes including glycolysis and leads to cell death in some settings (Alano et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2013) . Wang et al. (2005) demonstrated that following axon injury, NAD+ levels rapidly decline in the distal axon segment prior to morphologic disruption. NMNAT expression delayed both NAD+ loss and axon degeneration, consistent with an upstream role for NAD+ synthesis in axonal preservation; however, it was unclear whether NAD+ depletion was a cause or consequence of the degenerative process. As discussed in the section on SARM1 below, recent findings demonstrate that activation of this axodestructive molecule triggers the rapid consumption of NAD+, supporting the model that NMNAT protects axons at least in part by countering SARM1-dependent NAD+ loss.
DLK/JNK MAP Kinase Signaling Promotes Axon Degeneration
Overexpression of Wlds and NMNAT1 demonstrate that genetic manipulations can regulate axon degeneration; however, these are gain-of-function manipulations and so do not prove whether or not an endogenous pro-degenerative program exists. If gene products function to promote axon degeneration, then loss of function mutations in these components should delay or block axon degeneration. In recent years, a series of genetic screens in both flies and mice have identified a number of genes that Top: NAD+ is synthesized from nicotinamide (Nam), nicotinic acid (Na), nicotinamide riboside (NR), or tryptophan (Trp). All synthetic pathways require NMNAT. NaMN can be synthesized from NMN in some bacteria by the enzyme NMN deaminase (NMNd), which has no mammalian ortholog. NAD+ is broken down by multiple classes of enzymes, including the glycohydrolase CD38 (Aksoy et al., 2006) , PARPs, NUDIX phosphohydrolases (McLennan, 2006) , ARTs, and sirtuins (SIRTs). PARPs create polymers of ADPR that are often attached to a protein substrate. ARTs transfer ADPR from NAD+ to an acceptor molecule (X) such as a protein. SIRTs transfer an O-acetyl group from a protein substrate to the ADPR moiety of NAD+ to yield O-acetyl-ADPR and Nam. NaAD, nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide; NADSYN, NAD synthetase; NAPRT, nicotinic acid phosphoribosyltransferase; NRK, nicotinamide riboside kinase; NUDIX, nucleoside diphosphate moiety linked X. Bottom: structure of NAD+ with substrate moieties approximately outlined. For a more detailed overview of this pathway, see Belenky et al. (2007) and Chiarugi et al. (2012). are required for axonal degeneration (Bhattacharya et al., 2012; Osterloh et al., 2012; Rudhard et al., 2015; Wakatsuki et al., 2011; Wishart et al., 2012) . The first gene identified with this phenotype was DLK (DLK/MAP3K12) (Miller et al., 2009 ), a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) kinase kinase with a previously described role in regulating synaptic development (Collins et al., 2006; Nakata et al., 2005) .
Injury studies in mice and flies demonstrate a role for DLK in axon degeneration. When mutant mice lacking DLK undergo sciatic nerve transection, degeneration of the distal axons is significantly delayed compared to wild-type animals. DLK works through the downstream MAPK JNK (c-jun n-terminal kinase), as pharmacological inhibitors of the JNK, but not P38 MAPKs, lead to axon preservation comparable with DLK ablation (Miller et al., 2009) . Inhibition of this pathway also delays axon fragmentation in response to the neurotoxic chemotherapeutic vincristine (Miller et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015) , which causes chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy, an important clinical problem involving axon loss. The role of DLK/JNK in promoting degeneration in response to both axotomy and a neurotoxin suggests that this MAPK pathway functions in a core degeneration program downstream of diverse insults. Moreover, this function is conserved in Drosophila as mutation of the DLK ortholog Wallenda leads to similar axon preservation after both traumatic and neurotoxic injury (Bhattacharya et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2009) .
Although loss of DLK is axoprotective, the duration of axon protection is significantly less than with overexpression of NMNAT/Wlds. This indicates that DLK ablation leads to partial blockade of the axon degeneration cascade. Yang et al. (2015) recently demonstrated that this is due to functional redundancy with related kinases, identifying two additional members of the MAPKKK family, MEKK4 (MAP3K4) and MLK2 (MAP3K10), which promote axon degeneration. Knockdown of each leads to short-term axon protection similar to DLK, but combined genetic disruption of the three MAPKKKs leads to long-lasting protection in both cultured neurons and retinal ganglion cell axons in vivo, demonstrating that MAPKKK activity constitutes a major node in axon destruction signaling (Yang et al., 2015) .
These three MAPKKKs activate the MAPKKs MKK4 and MKK7 that in turn converge on the JNK family of MAPKs (JNK1-3) (Yang et al., 2015) . The double MKK4/MKK7 knockout (KO) leads to improved axon protection compared with either mutant alone, although MKK4 appears to play the more important role. Similarly, simultaneous genetic disruption of all three JNK proteins (JNK1-3) affords stronger axon protection than knockdown of any individual JNK paralog. Thus, there is redundancy throughout the MAP kinase cascade. One unexplained mystery is why pharmacological inhibitors of JNK are much less effective than genetic manipulation of JNK1-3, even when given at doses that should block all three isoforms (Bennett et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015) .
Surprisingly, activation of the JNK axis is detected remarkably early after axon injury; MKK4 phosphorylation at activating residues S257/T261 is detected in distal optic nerve segments within 5-15 min of nerve crush, and this signal dissipates within 30-60 min (Yang et al., 2015) . MKK4 activation thus precedes morphologic axon fragmentation by an extended period of hours (in vitro) to days (in vivo), during which time downstream pathway components continue to promote axon dismantling. In this regard, axon-protective JNK inhibitors are effective only when applied to axons within 3 hr after injury in vitro (Miller et al., 2009) , confirming that the MAPK pathway performs a prodestructive function as the axon commits to degenerate and before the active breakdown phase of axon loss (Figure 1) .
Once JNKs are activated, how do they promote axon degeneration? JNK kinases have diverse biological functions in stress responses, apoptosis, and cellular proliferation (Leppä and Bohmann, 1999) . Although the canonical target of JNKs is the transcription factor AP-1, axon degeneration is local and does not involve transcriptional regulation. Thus efforts are focused on identifying axonal JNK targets. One identified target is SCG10 (stathmin 2), a member of the stathmin family of microtubule binding proteins. SCG10 is a direct JNK target that undergoes rapid phosphorylation-dependent proteasomal degradation after axon injury (Shin et al., 2012a (Shin et al., , 2014 . SCG10 loss is likely in part responsible for JNK-mediated axon dismantling because SCG10 knockdown accelerates injury-induced degeneration, whereas expression of JNK-insensitive SCG10 modestly delays degeneration. It is likely that additional unidentified JNK targets mediate the metabolic failure and protease activation that characterize the later stages of axon degeneration.
In addition to identifying downstream targets of JNK, a second major area of investigation is to define the mechanism by which axon injury activates the MAPK pathway. One important clue comes from the study of DLK, which plays a dual role in the axon injury response, promoting both destruction of the distal axon and regrowth of the proximal axon (Hammarlund et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2012b; Xiong et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2009 ). This suggests that DLK is a sensor of axon injury, coordinating the degenerative and regenerative responses. What aspect of axon injury activates DLK? One intriguing candidate is cytoskeletal disruption. In worms, flies, and mice, genetic and/or pharmacological manipulations that impair normal cytoskeletal function activate DLK (Bounoutas et al., 2011; Marcette et al., 2014; Valakh et al., 2013 Valakh et al., , 2015 . Cytoskeletal disruption occurs in traumatic axon injury and in response to neurotoxic chemotherapeutics such as vincristine and paclitaxel that cause neuropathy and so is well positioned to serve as an injury signal. In addition, other mechanisms can regulate DLK, including calcium influx (Yan and Jin, 2012) , degradation by ubiquitin ligases (Collins et al., 2006; Nakata et al., 2005) , and feedback phosphorylation loops (Huntwork-Rodriguez et al., 2013) . However, most of these mechanisms have been studied in the context of development or regeneration, and less is known about their role in DLK activation in the degenerating distal axon. Recently, Yang et al. made a major breakthrough in our understanding of MAPK activation following axon injury, demonstrating that the pro-degeneration molecule SARM1 promotes and the axoprotective molecule NMNAT inhibits MAPK activation. These exciting findings are described below in a section on SARM1 and MAPK activation.
SARM1 Is the Executioner of Axonal Degeneration
SARM1 is an essential component of the axon degeneration mechanism, and we suggest that it is the defining molecule in this program, whose activation triggers an irreversible commitment to axon destruction. A role for SARM1 in axon degeneration was first identified in a large-scale genetic screen in Drosophila. In an elegant and arduous mosaic loss-of-function screen, Osterloh et al. (2012) demonstrated that mutations in dSarm (also called ect4) led to a profound delay in the degeneration of olfactory receptor neuron axons after axotomy. SARM1 was also identified in a genome-wide RNAi screen in primary mouse neurons, in which knockdown of SARM1 led to long-lasting protection of sensory neurons against injury-induced axon degeneration (Gerdts et al., 2013) . In vivo, SARM1 KO mice show marked preservation of axons for up to 14 days after nerve transection, which is comparable with the protection afforded by overexpression of axon-targeted NMNAT (Gerdts et al., 2013; Osterloh et al., 2012) . As with DLK, SARM1 is also required for axon degeneration in response to vincristine in cellular models of chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy. Finally, one study showed that SARM1 mediates rapid axon loss in cultured DRG neurons following trophic factor withdrawal, in parallel with a transcription-dependent pathway (Gerdts et al., 2013) ; however, another study showed that SARM1 À/À DRG explant cultures degenerate normally in response to trophic withdrawal (Osterloh et al., 2012) . Altogether, these findings demonstrate that SARM1 is an essential component of an evolutionarily conserved axon degeneration program that responds to disparate insults. Although SARM1 was recently linked to axon degeneration, prior studies in other contexts provide insights into the SARM1 mechanism of action. SARM1 is an intracellular protein that is predominantly associated with the outer mitochondrial membrane (Panneerselvam et al., 2012) , although this mitochondrial location is not necessary for its role in axon destruction (Gerdts et al., 2013) . SARM1 is also present at synapses and associated with microtubules (Chen et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2007) . SARM1 contains a C-terminal Toll-interleukin receptor (TIR) domain, suggesting that it might function like the other four known cytosolic TIR-containing proteins as a scaffold for Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling. However, SARM1 is unique among these proteins in that loss of SARM1 does not impair TLR signaling (Kim et al., 2007) , and SARM1 overexpression paradoxically inhibits TLR signaling (Carty et al., 2006) . Moreover, the SARM1 TIR domain evolutionarily predates TIR-containing receptors and appears to be the ancestral mammalian TIR domain because of its similarity to TIR domains found in bacterial proteins (Zhang et al., 2011) . Hence, SARM1 is likely not a canonical TLR adaptor, although SARM1 does function in cellular stress responses. Mammalian SARM1 is most highly expressed in the nervous system and promotes neuronal death under hypoxic conditions (Kim et al., 2007) and in response to viral infection (Mukherjee et al., 2013) . The role of SARM1 in regulating neuronal cell death is described in more detail below. In C. elegans and Drosophila, the SARM1 orthologs tir-1 and dSARM (ect-4) function in innate immunity (Akhouayri et al., 2011; Couillault et al., 2004; Liberati et al., 2004) , and in C. elegans, tir-1 also regulates non-apoptotic programmed cell death and some cell fate decisions (Blum et al., 2012; Chuang and Bargmann, 2005) . It is not known whether SARM1 uses the same or distinct mechanisms to drive adaptive responses such as induction of host defense genes as it does to promote degenerative responses in the axon.
What is the molecular function of SARM1? SARM1 has no known enzymatic activity, but it has multiple protein interaction domains that appear to have distinct roles in SARM1 regulation and activity. In addition to the C-terminal (TIR) domain, SARM1 contains two tandem sterile alpha motif (SAM) domains and an N-terminal region with multiple armadillo repeat motifs (ARMs). Typically, SAM domains mediate homo-and/or heteromultimerization (Qiao and Bowie, 2005) , while ARM domains participate in diverse protein interactions. As an initial step toward understanding this domain architecture in relation to axon degeneration, a structure-function study was performed by expressing SARM1 mutant proteins in DRG neurons undergoing axon injury. This analysis generated a straightforward model of SARM1 action (Gerdts et al., 2013) (Figure 3) .
First, the N-terminal domain of SARM1 is auto-inhibitory, restraining the pro-degenerative activity of the protein. Although overexpression of full-length SARM1 does not cause or accelerate axon degeneration, SARM1 lacking the N-terminal domain elicits highly penetrant axon degeneration and cell death in both mammalian and Drosophila neurons in the absence of injury. Interestingly, the N-terminal region of the C. elegans SARM1 ortholog tir-1 similarly exerts an auto-inhibitory function in the control of odorant receptor gene expression (Chuang and Bargmann, 2005) , demonstrating commonality in mechanism despite the very different cellular outcome. Whether or how an upstream signal relieves SARM1 auto-inhibition is unknown, but one attractive model is that injury leads to a conformation change that exposes, or allows the formation of, a TIR domain dimer (see below).
Second, the SAM and TIR domains of SARM1 have cooperative pro-destructive roles. The SAM domains mediate SARM1-SARM1 binding, and this is essential for SARM1 function. The TIR domain is the critical effector, and functional SARM1 complexes require multiple TIR domains to promote axon degeneration. These roles are illustrated by the dominant-negative activity of TIR-less SARM1 mutants, which form non-functional complexes with full-length SARM1 (Gerdts et al., 2013) . Thus, SARM1 undergoes SAM-mediated multimerization that brings Top: SARM1 is made up of three regions: (1) an auto-inhibitory N terminus (Nterm) comprised of multiple ARMs, (2) tandem SAM domains that mediate SARM1-SARM1 binding (SAMx2), and (3) a TIR domain that triggers axon degeneration upon multimerization. Bottom: SARM1 multimers are inactive (auto-inhibited) in uninjured axons. Injury leads to SARM1 activation, perhaps through release of inhibition, exposing TIR domain multimers that transmit a pro-destructive signal to unknown effector molecule(s).
multiple TIR domains into proximity. The associated TIR domains are the active portion of the SARM1 complex, initiating downstream signaling. Therefore, forced dimerization of TIR domains using pharmacologically controlled dimerization domains is sufficient to trigger rapid axon degeneration (Gerdts et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015) (Figure 3) . It is presumed that the TIR multimer serves as a scaffold that associates with and activates a downstream effector (Figure 3) , much like the TIR domains of TLR proteins (Kang and Lee, 2011) .
The insights gleaned from these structure-function studies have enabled the development of novel experimental tools to study critical aspects of SARM1 function. For instance, does SARM1 participate directly in the degeneration process after injury, or does it instead function prior to injury to regulate the capacity of the neuron to respond to a subsequent injury? The temporal requirement for SARM1 after injury was examined using a fully functional protease-sensitized SARM1 mutant molecule that could be inactivated by addition of a drug. Expression of this SARM1 mutant in SARM1 À/À neurons promoted injuryinduced axon degeneration similar to wild-type neurons; however, SARM1 inactivation blocked degeneration, even if the drug was added 2 hr after injury. Thus, in this system, SARM1 activity was required after axon severing, indicating that SARM1 functions within the injured axon to promote destruction. Moreover, local activation of SARM1 signaling within axons is sufficient to cause local destruction: when TIR dimerization is elicited in axons grown in compartment chambers, the treated axons degenerate, leaving untreated proximal axon and soma intact (Gerdts et al., 2015) . Taken together, SARM1 functions locally within the axon after injury, where its activation is sufficient to cause destruction, and this raises the question of what destructive process lies downstream of SARM1.
SARM1 Activation Triggers NAD+ Depletion
Recent work has linked SARM1 to NAD+, the metabolic product of NMNAT enzymes. Following axotomy, NAD+ levels decline in the axon (Wang et al., 2005) . This loss of NAD+ is markedly suppressed in SARM1 À/À axons both in vitro and in vivo, placing NAD+ loss downstream of SARM1 (Gerdts et al., 2015) . To evaluate whether NAD+ loss is a consequence of SARM1 activation, NAD+ levels were measured following SARM1 activation via chemically induced TIR dimerization. Remarkably, upon TIR dimerization, neuronal NAD+ was depleted within minutes, followed quickly by ATP loss and later by morphological destruction of the axon. This SARM1-induced NAD+ depletion occurs via chemical breakdown of NAD+ rather than synthetic blockade or efflux. In heterologous cells, TIR dimerization led to cleavage of exogenous NAD+, yielding nicotinamide (Gerdts et al., 2015) , and so SARM1-induced NAD+ depletion in neurons is also likely due to NAD+ cleavage. NAD+ depletion may be the essential function of SARM1, as alternative methods to induce NAD+ loss can bypass the requirement for SARM1 in axon degeneration. SARM1-independent NAD+ breakdown in SARM1 À/À cells induced by a pharmacologically controlled poly ADP-ribose polymerase (PARP) enzyme causes axon degeneration, demonstrating that NAD+ loss is sufficient to trigger degeneration. Interestingly, SARM1-induced axon destruction was fully blocked by concurrent increased NAD+ synthesis, either by expression of the NAD+ synthetic enzymes NAMPT and NMNAT or by supplementation with the NAD+ precursor NR (see Figure 2 ) (Gerdts et al., 2015) . Together, these findings unify previous observations regarding Wlds/NMNAT axon protection with the recent discovery that SARM1 loss prevents axon degeneration, providing a framework for understanding the axon destructive pathway.
Assuming that SARM1 functions to trigger rapid NAD+ breakdown in axons, as seems likely, the question becomes, by what mechanism does SARM1 degrade NAD+? There are two potential models. First, the SARM1 TIR domain may have intrinsic enzymatic NADase activity. This would be a novel and surprising finding, as the best studied TIR domains serve as scaffolds. However the SARM1 TIR domain may have additional properties, as it is the ancestral TIR domain and is more similar to bacterial TIR domains than to other metazoan TIR domains (Zhang et al., 2011) . The second possibility is that SARM1 TIR can activate an NAD+-consuming enzyme. NAD+ can be consumed by a variety of enzymes, including PARPs, ADP ribosyltransferases (ARTs), and sirtuin proteins, that yield nicotinamide and an ADP-ribosylated product (Figure 2 ). SARM1 activation still depletes NAD+ in cells mutant for the NAD+-consuming enzymes PARP1 and CD38, so these cannot be the relevant enzymes (Gerdts et al., 2015) . Identification of the relevant enzyme may require an understanding of the underlying chemical reaction, which is currently not known. Nicotinamide is formed from NAD+ upon SARM1 activation, but whether it is produced in a single step is unclear. Moreover, the fate of the ADP ribose (ADPR) moiety of NAD+ after SARM1 activation is still unknown, as it is not detected in poly ADP-ribose or in ADP-ribosylated protein targets. Identification of the NAD+-consuming enzyme and the reaction it catalyzes is quite important, as it is an additional novel therapeutic candidate for blocking axon loss.
Mechanistic Links between Axodestructive SARM1 and Axoprotective NMNAT2
Although there are strong data that NAD+ depletion is downstream of SARM1 activation, additional compelling data indicate that the relationship among NAD+ metabolism, SARM1, and axon degeneration is more complex. As described above, NMNAT2 is an endogenous axon survival factor that synthesizes NAD+ from NMN and ATP. Genetic KO of NMNAT2 is embryonic lethal, and the embryos have dramatic defects in axon extension . Remarkably, the embryonic lethality and axon defects in NMNAT2 KO mice are rescued by loss of SARM1 as NMNAT2/SARM1 double-KO animals are healthy into adulthood . This epistatic relationship is consistent with the model that NMNAT2 functions to inhibit SARM1 activity: NMNAT2 inhibition of SARM1 is not necessary if SARM1 is missing. This model is also consistent with data from transected axons. NMNAT2 is a labile protein that is lost within 2 to 3 hr after axotomy, and loss of NMNAT2 is sufficient to trigger axon degeneration. Moreover, SARM1 appears to function at roughly the same time after axotomy (Gerdts et al., 2015) . Hence, loss of NMNAT2 may be the trigger that activates SARM1. How might NMNAT2 loss activate SARM1? An obvious candidate is NAD+ loss. NMNAT2 synthesizes NAD+, so loss of NMNAT2 should lead to a decline in NAD+ levels. If lower NAD+ levels activate SARM1, then this would induce SARM1-dependent NAD+ cleavage and result in a feedforward mechanism triggering catastrophic NAD+ loss in the axon. Axonal NMNAT1/ Wlds would protect axons at two levels, substituting for NMNAT2 to reduce SARM1 activation and promoting NAD+ synthesis to counter SARM1-dependent NAD+ depletion.
Recently, Coleman, Conforti, and colleagues proposed an alternative model, the NMN hypothesis (Di Stefano et al., 2015) . Not only does NMNAT2 synthesize NAD+, but it also consumes NMN as a substrate to synthesize NAD+. In this model, NMN levels rise with the loss of NMNAT2, and this is the trigger for axon degeneration. There are functional data that support a role for NMN in promoting axon degeneration. For example, the enzyme NAMPT that synthesizes NMN from nicotinamide and phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate is inhibited by FK866. Treatment with FK866 leads to a short-lived delay in axon degeneration (Sasaki et al., 2009b; Di Stefano et al., 2015) , although the degree of protection is much less than that afforded by expression of NMNAT1/Wlds or by loss of SARM1. Perhaps the most intriguing evidence supporting the NMN hypothesis is that expression of a bacterial NMN deamidase enzyme that converts NMN to NaMN (nicotinic acid mononucleotide) provides robust axon preservation that is comparable with NMNAT/ Wlds (Di Stefano et al., 2015) . The observation that both NMNAT and NMN deamidase consume NMN, and both lead to longlasting axonal protection, is most simply explained by the NMN hypothesis.
If NMNAT protects axons by consumption of NMN, this would appear to contradict the model that NAD+ synthesis by NMNAT protects axons by counteracting NAD+ depletion by SARM1 (Gerdts et al., 2015) . However, these models are not necessarily contradictory or even mutually exclusive. NAD+ breakdown induced by SARM1 activation leads to increased nicotinamide, which is converted to NMN by NAMPT. If NMN accumulation actually promotes SARM1 activation, then its accumulation through this salvage pathway provides a plausible mechanism for a feedforward process. NMNAT activity could thus counteract axon destruction by preventing NMN accumulation upstream of SARM1 activation and restoring NAD+ levels downstream (Figure 4) . This model may explain why the NAMPT inhibitor FK866 delays axon degeneration after injury (Sasaki et al., 2009b; Di Stefano et al., 2015) but accelerates it after direct SARM1 activation (Gerdts et al., 2015) .
The NMN hypothesis successfully explains a number of findings, yet some observations are inconsistent with this model. For example, the axon degeneration program is evolutionarily conserved in Drosophila, yet NMN is not an intermediate in the NAD+ biosynthesis pathway in the fly and so is unlikely to accumulate in injured axons (Gossmann et al., 2012) . Other findings are also difficult to reconcile with the NMN hypothesis. First, NMN is postulated to trigger axon degeneration, yet exogenous addition of NMN can delay injury-induced degeneration (Wang et al., 2015) . Second, overexpression of NAMPT, which synthesizes NMN, leads to short-lived axonal protection following injury (Sasaki et al., 2006) , although the NMN hypothesis would predict this to accelerate or induce axon degeneration. Taken together, these findings do not lead to a single, simple model. Although it is clear that altering NMN and NAD+ homeostasis profoundly affects axonal survival, additional studies are required to determine the relevant mechanisms.
SARM1 Activation Triggers MAPK Activation
Forced dimerization of the SARM1 TIR domains triggers NAD+ depletion (Gerdts et al., 2015) and activates MAPK signaling (Yang et al., 2015) . These results tie SARM1 and NAD+ to prodegenerative MAPK signaling in the axon. Work in C. elegans provided the first evidence that SARM1 activates MAPK signaling. The C. elegans SARM1 ortholog tir-1 acts upstream of the MAPKKK nsy-1 both in innate immunity signaling and in the control of odorant receptor expression (Chuang and Bargmann, 2005; Liberati et al., 2004) . Mammalian SARM1 also signals through a MAPK pathway, regulating mammalian dendrite morphogenesis (Chen et al., 2011) . Yang et al. (2015) tested this relationship in injured mammalian axons, finding that axotomy induces a SARM1-dependent MKK4 phosphorylation in optic nerves. In addition, MAPK pathway activation is downstream of an NMNAT-sensitive step, as injury-induced MKK4 phosphorylation in optic nerves was absent in mice overexpressing NMNAT1. In conjunction with the functional data described above showing that MAPK signaling is required for axon degeneration, this work leads to the model that SARM1 induces and NMNAT1 inhibits axon injury-induced MAPK activation, and MAPK activation triggers axonal degeneration (Yang et al., 2015) .
Several questions about MAPK signaling in axon destruction remain unanswered. First, how does SARM1 trigger MAPK activation? Although the biochemical steps are unknown, SARM1 can bind to JNK3 (Kim et al., 2007) , consistent with a direct activation mechanism. Second, how does JNK activity in the distal Injury leads to SARM1 activation (Osterloh et al., 2012) and NMNAT2 depletion . PHR1 promotes NMNAT2 turnover, leading to faster depletion (Babetto et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2012) . Activated SARM1 promotes NAD+ depletion (Gerdts et al., 2015) , and NMNAT2 loss prevents NAD+ synthesis and causes an increased ratio of NMN to ATP+ADP+AMP, which may activate SARM1 . NAD+ loss leads to glycolytic failure and ATP depletion. SARM1 also activates MAPK pathway signaling (Yang et al., 2015) , which promotes SCG10 proteolysis (Shin et al., 2012a ) and contributes to ATP depletion, perhaps via NAD+ depletion. MAPK activation is counteracted by injury-stimulated ATK1 activity (Yang et al., 2015) , and AKT is in turn destabilized by ZNRF1 (Wakatsuki et al., 2011) . Energetic failure promotes ionic imbalance including intra-axonal calcium accumulation, leading to calpain activation and proteolysis of intermediate filaments in the axonal cytoskeleton (Yang et al., 2013) . Cumulative structural damage leads to irreversible fragmentation of the damaged axon (Wang et al., 2012) . Arrows with questions marks reflect postulated interactions.
axon drive degeneration while proximal JNK activity promotes axon regrowth? Third, what is the relationship between SARM1-induced MAPK activation and NAD+ depletion? Do they function in a linear pathway, and if so, which is a downstream consequence of the other? Fourth, how can SARM1-dependent MAPK activation peak within minutes of injury (Yang et al., 2015) while SARM1 and NMNAT appear to function hours after injury? NMNAT protein can be transduced into severed axons up to 4 hr after injury and still exert potent protection , and cleavage of protease-sensitized SARM1 up to 2 hr after injury is similarly protective (Gerdts et al., 2015) . These protein transduction and overexpression studies may not reflect the true kinetics of endogenous NMNAT2 loss or SARM1 activation, but they suggest that any destructive signaling downstream of SARM1 and NMNAT would be activated hours, not minutes, after injury. This inconsistency suggests that MAPKs may not only be active immediately after injury but also may function at other stages to promote degeneration.
Additional Pathways Modulate the Core Axon Degeneration Program
The studies described above suggest that loss of NMNAT2 and activation of SARM1 and the MAPK cascade are central elements of a core axon degeneration process. Identification of these key nodes in the program provides a framework for understanding the mechanism of additional genes and drugs that modulate axon degeneration. Multiple investigators are identifying factors that can affect the degeneration program, and at least a subset is likely to impinge on the NMNAT2/ SARM1/MAPK program (Barrientos et al., 2011; Bhattacharya et al., 2012; Brace et al., 2014; Mishra et al., 2013; Wakatsuki et al., 2011) . Two exciting recent examples are the identification of the PHR ubiquitin ligase as an important regulator of NMNAT2 levels and of the kinase AKT as a negative regulator of MKK4.
The PHR ligase functions as an E3 ubiquitin ligase with welldescribed roles in the regulation of synaptic development (Collins et al., 2006; Nakata et al., 2005) . Recently, work in Drosophila and mouse demonstrates that this protein also promotes Wallerian degeneration (Babetto et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2012) . Loss of the Drosophila PHR ortholog highwire leads to profound protection of injured axons that is comparable with that elicited by overexpression of Wlds/NMNAT1. Xiong et al. (2012) demonstrated that Highwire ubiquitinates and promotes the degradation of the endogenous Drosophila NMNAT protein. In the absence of Highwire, NMNAT levels are high prior to injury and remain elevated after injury, leading to axonal protection (Xiong et al., 2012) . Loss of the mouse PHR ortholog Phr1 boosts the levels of NMNAT2 and leads to axonal protection, although after injury, NMNAT2 levels still decline, indicating that additional mechanisms promote NMNAT2 loss after injury in the mouse (Babetto et al., 2013) . As additional genes are identified that regulate axonal degeneration, it will be important to assess their role in regulating NMNAT2 levels. Indeed, a recent study demonstrated that SkpA is a component of the Highwire ligase complex that functions with Highwire to promote axonal degeneration via regulation of NMNAT (Brace et al., 2014) . In addition to ubiquitination, NMNAT2 is also regulated by palmitoylation, which controls NMNAT2 localization and function (Milde et al., 2013) . Hence, molecular pathways that control expression, stability, and/or localization of NMNAT2 are likely to be key factors controlling the stability of axons. More broadly, mechanisms that boost NAD+ synthesis may promote axon maintenance. Indeed, the neuroprotective molecule P7C3, which is protective in animal models of neurodegenerative diseases and axon loss, has been proposed to work by activating NAMPT, the rate-limiting enzyme in the NAD+ biosynthesis pathway (Wang et al., 2014) .
Positive and negative regulation of the pro-degenerative MAPK pathway is another candidate mechanism for modifying the axon degeneration program. The kinase AKT is such a negative regulator, directly phosphorylating MKK4 at Ser78 within minutes of axon injury. This phosphorylation favors axon preservation as AKT inhibition or expression of MKK4-Ser78Ala, which is AKT resistant, both accelerate injury-induced axon degeneration (Yang et al., 2015) . Interestingly, AKT is also regulated by injury: it is targeted for proteasomal degradation by the action of the E3 ligase ZNRF1, leading to a decline in AKT protein levels following axon injury (Wakatsuki et al., 2011) . This decline in AKT may accelerate axon degeneration by removing a negative regulator of MAPK signaling. Although the protective effect of AKT in the setting of axon transection is somewhat modest, regulation of MKK4 by AKT may be important in the setting of reversible axon damage and highlights the potential for identifying modulatory mechanisms that impinge on the core degeneration program. Finally, factors that block the activation or function of SARM1 are predicted to potently block axon degeneration and to be therapeutic candidates for preservation of axons following injury and disease; however, to date no such factors have been identified. Sarmoptosis: A Destructive Role for SARM1 beyond the Axon SARM1 induces degeneration by triggering a metabolic catastrophe that can be compartmentalized within the cell, allowing selective loss of the axon while preserving the neuron. However, when SARM1 is active in the cell body, this metabolic crisis is highly effective in triggering cell death. Engineered SARM1 fragments induce cell death in primary neurons as well as immortalized cell lines (Gerdts et al., 2013 (Gerdts et al., , 2015 , with the site of activation within the cell determining whether this leads to selective axon loss or cell death. Moreover, endogenous SARM1 promotes neuronal cell death in response to various insults, including mitochondrial poisons, oxygen-glucose deprivation, and neurotropic viruses (Kim et al., 2007; Mukherjee et al., 2013; Summers et al., 2014) . This function is conserved in C. elegans: the SARM1 ortholog tir-1 promotes non-apoptotic developmental cell death, death triggered by anoxia, and motor neuron degeneration in an ALS model (Blum et al., 2012; Hayakawa et al., 2011; Vé riè pe et al., 2015) . Hence, SARM1 is a flexible executioner, able to trigger local axon loss or global neuron death.
Sarmoptosis, or SARM1-dependent death, is distinct from the well-characterized death programs of apoptosis, necroptosis, and parthanatos (Summers et al., 2014) . These programmed self-destruction pathways are defined predominantly by their reliance on specific executioner factors (e.g., caspases) and via morphological criteria (Kroemer et al., 2009 ). The classic pathway for programmed cell death is apoptosis. Several lines of evidence demonstrate that SARM1-dependent death is distinct from apoptosis. Pan-caspase inhibitors, BclXl overexpression, and transcriptional inhibitors, which are standard inhibitors of apoptosis, do not block SARM1-dependent death of sensory neurons during mitochondrial dysfunction. Moreover, loss of SARM1 does not inhibit neuronal cell death after expression of pro-apoptotic proteins or trophic factor withdrawal (Gerdts et al., 2013; Osterloh et al., 2012 ), a classic model of caspasedependent apoptosis (Yuan and Yankner, 2000) . Studies with activated SARM1 fragments also support this distinction. Cell death induced by SARM1 lacking the auto-inhibitory N-terminal domain occurs without caspase activation and is transcriptionindependent. There appear to be cell-type-specific SARM1 actions as it triggers caspase-3 activation and cell death in immune cells (Panneerselvam et al., 2013) .
Sarmoptosis shares some features with non-apoptotic cell destruction programs such as necroptosis (RIPK dependent) and parthanatos (Parp1 dependent), two death pathways that promote neurodegeneration (Vanden Berghe et al., 2014) . In models of sarmoptosis, cell death is preceded by large swellings of the plasma membrane, a prominent feature of energetic crisis that is observed during necroptosis. However, RIPK inhibitors, which block necroptosis, do not inhibit SARM1-dependent neuronal cell death. SARM1 activation stimulates rapid NAD+ depletion, which also occurs when Parp1 is activated during parthanatos to generate poly ADP-ribose (Andrabi et al., 2008) . However, pharmacological inhibition of Parp1 does not affect activated SARM1-mediated cell death nor death of sensory neurons upon mitochondrial dysfunction (Summers et al., 2014) , and activated SARM1 potently induces neuronal cell death in Parp1 mutant neurons (Gerdts et al., 2015) . Finally, SARM1-dependent NAD+ depletion does not generate PolyADP-ribose or detectable protein PARylation (Gerdts et al., 2015) , which distinguishes SARM1-mediated cell death from parthanatos. Taken together, these studies define sarmoptosis as a distinct and novel programmed cell destruction pathway that contributes to neurodegeneration.
Although the cell death programs described above can act in isolation, neuronal cell death in response to traumatic injury is highly complex. For example, both apoptotic and non-apoptotic pathways are implicated in neuronal death after cerebellar ischemia (Yuan, 2009) . There is likely crosstalk among sarmoptosis and other programmed death pathways in pathological models of neuronal death. Indeed, SARM1 and Parp1 are both activated in response to oxidative stress and both trigger NAD+ depletion (Berger, 1985; Summers et al., 2014) , suggesting that combinatorial inhibition of SARM1 and Parp1 might be beneficial. Understanding the interplay among death networks will be essential for designing the most effective therapeutics for neurodegeneration.
Future Directions
More than 160 years after Waller's seminal discovery, the field of axonal degeneration is rapidly progressing. We now understand that axon degeneration is an active and regulated process, and the key molecular players are being identified and their functions elucidated. Although there is much left to discover about the fundamental mechanisms underlying axon degeneration, the next generation of questions are already clear. The most pressing challenge is to leverage these new mechanistic insights to develop therapeutic agents that can preserve axons and maintain neuronal function in the injured and diseased nervous system. Here the demands are 2-fold. First, we must identify those conditions that would benefit from blocking Sarm1-dependent degeneration. This may be limited to axonopathies such as peripheral neuropathy, but it may also include neurodegenerative diseases in which axon loss is an early event or in which sarmoptosis contributes to neuronal cell death. With clinical targets defined, the second goal is to identify pharmacological agents that block the pathway. Although the development of such therapies remains on the horizon, recent progress in defining the axon degeneration pathway provides obvious candidate targets. These include agents to (1) promote NAD+ biosynthesis, including preservation of NMNAT2 activity; (2) block the activation or function of SARM1; and (3) inhibit the activity of the MAPK pathway. Pharmaceutical companies are developing selective inhibitors of relevant kinases (Patel et al., 2015) ; however, similar progress in identifying agents to manipulate NMNAT2 turnover and SARM1 function will require a much more detailed understanding of the biochemical events underlying the core axon degeneration program.
Moving forward, it will be interesting to link the roles of MAPK signaling, NAD+ metabolism, and SARM1 biology in axonal degeneration to broader questions in neuronal physiology and pathophysiology. For MAPK signal a central mystery is how the consequence of MAPK signaling is selectively regulated. Here we discussed the role of the MAPK pathway in axonal degeneration, yet the same molecules promote axonal regeneration or apoptosis in other situations. What are the key determinants choosing among these outcomes, and might manipulating these specificity mechanisms provide novel therapeutic approaches for neuronal protection or repair? NAD+ metabolism is an area that has been underexplored in the nervous system. As animals age, NAD+ levels drop, and advanced age is a significant risk factor for many neurodegenerative diseases. What mechanisms lead to this decline in NAD+, and might maintenance of a youthful NAD+ concentration promote neuronal health? Finally, what are the links between the role of SARM1 for axon degeneration and in other pathways, including innate immunity and developmental signaling? Is the fundamental molecular mechanism of SARM1 action conserved? In the axon, SARM1 triggers a metabolic crisis due to a rapid depletion of NAD+, yet in other systems, SARM1 participates in conventional signaling pathways. Might there be an unappreciated role for SARM1-dependent modulation of NAD+ levels in innate immunity or developmental signaling? Finally, the power of SARM1 to sculpt the axon locally may not be limited to degenerative events. SARM1 is well positioned to mediate structural synaptic plasticity via the selective elimination of axon branches. Indeed, the emerging appreciation of the potential implications of the SARM1 axon degeneration program is reminiscent of early work in the area of apoptosis. The identification of a new degenerative program that is both active and regulable may have profound implications for our understanding of neuronal development, homeostatic function, and disease.
